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Abstract
The moving average representations of discrete multidimensional
stationary processes are generalized to fundamental moving average
representations of weakly harmonizable processes. For strongly harmonizable processes, necessary and sufficient conditions on covariance
functions are obtained for the existence of such moving average representations. These are used in obtaining least squares prediction formulae
for such processes.

1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss and generalize the concept of fundamental moving average representation from multidimensional discrete stationary
processes to weakly harmonizable processes and to employ these representations in prediction theory. Weakly harmonizable processes are a proper subset
of all bounded continuous processes and they are a natural extension of stationary processes. This class of processes, whose study is amenable to Fourier
analytic methods, is of interest for applications such as prediction and filtering
problems, among others.
In Section 2 a brief account of the spectral representation of discrete stationary and harmonizable processes that is utilized for the main results is given
(see [7], where the continuous parameter case is considered too). The notion
of a virile moving average representation of a harmonizable process is recalled
and a concept of rank is discussed in Section 2.3 for later use. Also included
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here are some extensions to the classical results obtained by Y. Rozanov for
stationary processes. The main results of this paper on extrapolation and
moving average representations are established in Sections 3 and 4.

2

HARMONIZABLE PROCESSES

In the following work there is always a probability space, (Ω, Σ, P ), in the
background, even if it is not always explicitly mentioned.

2.1

Definitions

Definition 2.1 For p ≥ 1 define Lp0 (P ) to be all complex valued f ∈ Lp (P )
def R
such that E(f ) = 0, where E(f ) = Ω f (l)P (dl) is the expectation of f .
Letting Mn,m denote the set of n × m complex valued matrices, it is fren
quently advantageous to view [L20 (P )] as a left Mn,n module: if X, Y ∈
n
n
[L20 (P )] and A, B ∈ Mn,n then AX + BY ∈ [L20 (P )] . There exists an Mn,n n
def
valued Gramian (see [5]) defined on [L20 (P )] given by [X, Y ] = E(XY ∗ ) ∈
Mn,n . (Here ∗ denotes the adjoint operator, i.e., the conjugate transpose opn
def
erator.) In fact, [L20 (P )] may be viewed as a Hilbert space with (X, Y ) =
def
tr [X, Y ] and kXk[L2 (P )]n = tr [X, X].
0
We will be considering second order discrete random processes (those with
Z for their index sets). Associated with the topological group, Z, is its dual
group: Ẑ is the unit circle in C, denoted by T. As usual, T will be thought
of as the interval [−π, π). B will denote the set of Borel subsets of T.
(1)

(n)

Definition 2.2 Let Xt = (Xt , . . . , Xt )T be an n-dimensional random process. Define
def
H−
X (t) =


(j)

 sp{Xs : s ≤ t, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}



sp{Xs(j) : s ∈
∩s∈Z H−
X (s)

if t ∈ Z,
Z, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} if t = ∞,
if t = −∞,

where closure is taken in L20 (P ). The space H−
X (∞) is referred to as the space of
n
2
observables of Xt . Given an [L0 (P )] -valued vector measure, Z(·), on (T, B),
for every ∆ ∈ B let
def

(j)
0
0
H−
Z (∆) = sp{Z (∆ ∩ ∆) : 1 ≤ j ≤ n, ∆ ∈ B},

where closure is again taken in L20 (P ). The notation l.i.m.n↑∞ Yn = Y is used
for convergence in mean-square, i.e., that limn↑∞ kYn − Y k2 = 0.
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Definition 2.3 A complex valued random process, Xt , is stationary (stationary in the wide or Khinchine sense) iff (= if and only if) the covariance function,
def
rX (s, t) = E(Xs Xt∗ ) of Xt , is a function of the difference of its arguments, i.e.,
def
if rX (s, t) = rX (s + u, t + u) for all u, s, t ∈ Z. Hereafter r̃(t) = r(0, t).
An equivalent definition, by the classical Bochner Theorem [10], of a stationary process is one whose covariance function can be represented as
r̃(s) =

Z
T

eils F (dl),

for a unique non-negative bounded measure F (·) on (T, B).
Definition 2.4 A random process, Xt , taking values in L20 (P ) is weakly harmonizable iff its covariance function can be expressed as
r(s, t) =

ZZ

0

T×T

eils−il t F (dl, dl0 ),

(2.1)

where F (dl, dl0 ) is a positive semi-definite bimeasure on B × B, hence of finite
Fréchet variation. The above integral is a strict Morse-Transue integral [1].
A random process, Xt , is strongly harmonizable iff the bimeasure F (dl, dl0 ) in
(2.1) extends to a complex measure (hence has bounded variation in Vitali’s
sense) on the Borel σ-algebra of T × T. In either case, F (dl, dl0 ) is called the
spectral bimeasure (or spectral measure when F (dl, dl0 ) is a measure) of Xt .
Definition 2.5 An n-dimensional vector of processes,
def

(1)

(n)

Xt (·) = (Xt (·), . . . , Xt (·))T ,
is an n-dimensional weakly (strongly) harmonizable or stationary process iff
for every 1 × n vector of complex numbers, w, the process w · Xt is weakly
(strongly) harmonizable or stationary.
A standard calculation reveals that equivalent to the above definition of an
n-dimensional harmonizable random process is to require that its covariance
function be representable as
ZZ
T×T

0

eils−il t F (dl, dl0 )

where F (dl, dl0 ) is an n×n matrix array of bimeasures. Likewise, an equivalent
definition for an n-dimensional
stationary process is that its covariance funcR il(t−s)
tion can be represented as T e
F (dl) where F (dl) is an n×n matrix array
of complex valued measures (F (∆) will necessarily be a positive semi-definite
matrix for all ∆ ∈ B).
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Definition 2.6 An n-dimensional harmonizable process, Xt , has rank p iff
its spectral bimeasure takes values in the space of n × n matrices of rank p
together with 0n . If n = p the process is said to have maximal rank .
One should note that the rank of the covariance function is different from
that of the spectral bimeasure. Rank is not defined for all harmonizable processes. However, when it is defined it is an upper bound for rank r(s, t).
n

Definition 2.7 An [L20 (P )] -valued measure, Z(·), has orthogonal increments
(or is said to be orthogonally scattered ) iff ∆ ∩ ∆0 = ∅ implies that
E(Z(∆)Z ∗ (∆0 )) = 0n .

2.2

Spectral Representation

The following known result gives a characterization of weakly harmonizable
processes (see [9]) and will be used below.
Theorem 2.8 An n-dimensional process, Xt , is weakly harmonizable iff it has
a spectral representation
Z
Xt =
eitl Z(dl),
(2.2)
T

n
[L20 (P )] -valued

where Z(dl) is an
measure. The process, Xt , is a stationary
process iff Z(dl) has orthogonal increments. [The integral in (2.2) is in the
Dunford-Schwartz sense.]
The spectral bimeasure, F (·, ·), of an n-dimensional harmonizable random
process satisfies F (A, B) = E(Z(A)Z ∗ (B)). In the stationary case, Z(dl) is
orthogonally scattered so that the spectral measure is concentrated on the
diagonal of T × T and can be written as F (dl). This case gives the well known
representation of stationary processes due to H. Cramér and A. Kolmogorov.
Definition 2.9 Let Xt be an n-dimensional
harmonizable random process
R
with spectral representation Xt = T eitl Z(dl). For p ∈ Z+ define an equivalence
relation on the set of p × n matrix valued functions by A(·) ∼ B(·) iff
R
k T (A − B)(l) Z(dl)k[L20 (P )]p = 0. Let L2 (F, p), the spectral domain of Xt , be
R
p
the set of equivalence classes [A(·)] such that T A(l) Z(dl) ∈ [L20 (P )] .
If F (·, ·) is the spectral measure of Xt and A(·) and B(·) are p × n matrix
valued functions, then A ∼ B iff
ZZ
T×T

(A − B)(l)F (dl, dl0 )(A − B)∗ (l0 ) = 0p ,
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where the integrals are defined componentwise. The spectral domain of Xt
depends only on the spectral measure F (·, ·) of Xt and not on Xt itself since
def R
YA = T A(l) Z(dl) ∈ [L20 (P )]p iff
E(YA YA∗ )

=

ZZ

T×T

A(l)F (dl, dl0 )A∗ (l0 ) ∈ Mp,p .

Proposition
2.10 Given an n-dimensional strongly harmonizable process,
R itl
−
Xt = T e Z(dl), one has H−
X (∞) = HZ (T).
Definition 2.11 Given a probability space (Ω, Σ, P ) and taking any other
probability space (Ω0 , Σ0 , P 0 ), one can “enlarge” (Ω, Σ, P ) to an augmented
def
probability space, (Ω̃, Σ̃, P̃ ), by letting (Ω̃, Σ̃, P̃ ) = (Ω × Ω0 , Σ × Σ0 , P ⊗ P 0 )1 .
Let (Ω, Σ, P ) be a probability space and (Ω̃, Σ̃, P̃ ) be an augmentation of
that probability space. For each ω̃ ∈ Ω̃ one can write ω̃ = (ω, ω 0 ) where
ω ∈ Ω and ω 0 ∈ Ω0 . Given a random process Xt on (Ω, Σ, P ) one can identify
Xt with a random process X̃t on the augmented probability space by letting
def
X̃t (ω̃) = Xt (ω). Since the distributions of Xt and X̃t are the same, the two
random variables are indistinguishable from a probabilistic point of view.
The following theorem, proved by M. M. Rao [9, Theorem 6.1], implicitly
uses this identification. The proof involves using the results of Theorem 2.8
along with a Grothendieck type inequality. Clearly, an n-dimensional version
also holds.
Theorem 2.12 (Dilation Theorem) A random process, Xt , is a weakly harmonizable process iff it has a stationary dilation (Yt , π), i.e., there exists a
stationary process, Yt , on an augmented probability space (Ω̃, Σ̃, P̃ ) along with
an orthogonal projection, π : L20 (P̃ ) → L20 (P ), (where L20 (P ) is considered
embedded in L20 (P̃ )) such that Xt = πYt .
Given the dilation theorem one can immediately obtain Theorem 2.8. However, at the moment, no independent proof of Theorem 2.12 is known for
obtaining the representation Theorem 2.8.
Definition 2.13 An n-dimensional random process is called splitting (or a
splitting process) iff its covariance function factors as r(s, t) = G(s)G∗ (t) where
G(·) is an n × q matrix valued function on T.
A random process, Xt , is a splitting process iff dim H−
X (∞) < ∞ (see [7,
Theorem 4.2]). Furthermore it is shown that weakly harmonizable splitting
processes are strongly harmonizable (see [7, Theorem 4.6]). Using this fact
and the above dilation theorem, the following lemma was also established.
1

def

For every A ∈ Σ and A0 ∈ Σ0 , P ⊗ P 0 is defined by P ⊗ P 0 (A × A0 ) = P (A)P 0 (A0 ).
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Lemma 2.14 Given an n-dimensional weakly harmonizable process, Xt , and
a stationary dilation (Yt , π), then Xt is strongly harmonizable if H−
X (∞) is
finite dimensional or has finite codimension in H−
(∞).
Y

2.3

Generalized Moving Averages

We now generalize the definition of moving averages from that what is commonly used in the literature for stationary processes (the latter moving averages will henceforth (be called orthonormal moving averages).
1 if x = 0,
def
Letting δ0 (x) =
, one has:
0 otherwise
Definition 2.15 A moving average representation of an n-dimensional random process, Xt , is a representation
Xt =

X
j∈Z

ĉ(j − t)ξj

(2.3)

where
1. ĉ(·) is the Fourier transform (taken component-wise) of a function c :
T → Mn,m , whose every component is in L2 (dl) and
2. rξ (s, t) = ρ(s, t)Im where ρ(·, ·) is the covariance function of a one dimensional process.
Furthermore, if
a.) E(ξs ξt∗ ) = 0m when s 6= t,
b.) E(ξs ξt∗ ) = δ0 (t − s)Im ,
c.) ξj is a stationary process,
d.) ξj is a strongly harmonizable process,
e.) ξj is a weakly harmonizable process,
then the moving average representation in (2.3) is, respectively, termed
a.) orthogonal moving average,
b.) orthonormal moving average,
c.) stationary moving average,
d.) strongly harmonizable moving average,
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e.) weakly harmonizable moving average.
A random process can have more than one moving average representation.
Lemma 2.20 will relate a moving average representation’s type (stationary,
strongly harmonizable, or weakly harmonizable) with the type of the process
it represents.
“Stationary orthonormal moving average” is redundant since every orthonormal moving average must be a stationary moving average. If Xt has
an orthonormal moving average representation (2.3), then Xt is a stationary
process (see Lemma 2.20 below). Furthermore, “orthogonal stationary moving averages” are equivalent (modulo a multiplicative constant) to orthonormal
moving averages.
Definition 2.16 A moving average representation (2.3) has rank p iff c(l) has
rank p for every l ∈ T. A moving average representation has full rank m iff it
has rank m.
For weakly (and strongly) harmonizable processes, the following definition
is presented:
Definition 2.17 A weakly (strongly) harmonizable moving average (2.3) is
a virile moving average iff ξt is weakly (strongly) harmonizable with spectral
measure µξ (dl, dl0 )Im and for N ∈ Z+ , letting
def

cN (l) =

X

ĉ(j)eijl

|j|>N

one has

lim

N ↑∞

ZZ
T×T

cN (l)c∗N (l0 ) µξ (dl, dl0 ) = 0n .

The above definition relates the function c(·) with a measure µξ (dl, dl0 ).
No matter what c(·) is, if µξ (dl, dl0 ) is Lebesgue measure (on either T × T or
the diagonal of T × T) then the moving average representation is virile. On
the other hand, if c(·) has an absolutely convergent Fourier series2 , so that
X
j∈Z

|ĉk` (j)| < ∞

1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ m,

then the moving average representation is virile no matter what µξ (dl, dl0 ) is.
Between these two extremes, virility depends on both ĉ(·) and µξ (dl, dl0 ).
2

Of interest is the following theorem:

Theorem 2.18 (Zygmund) Let c(·) be of bounded variation on T and assume c(·) ∈
Lipα (T) for some α > 0. Then c(·) has absolutely convergent Fourier series.
(see [6, section 1.6])
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P

Lemma 2.19 Let Xt = j∈Z ĉ(j − t)ξj be an orthogonal moving average representation of Xt . If supj∈Z kξj k < ∞, then it is an orthogonal weakly harmonizable virile moving average representation and Xt is a weakly harmonizable
process.
In [7], strongly harmonizable virile moving average representations are
identified with particular covariance function representations. The latter are
also termed virile.
Lemma 2.20 If an n-dimensional random process, Xt , has a stationary /
strongly harmonizable / weakly harmonizable virile moving average representation (2.3), then it is a stationary / strongly harmonizable / weakly harmonizable process with virile covariance representation. Conversely, if (2.3) is a
virile moving average representation, c(·) has full rank, and Xt is a strongly
harmonizable (stationary) process then, the moving average representation is
strongly harmonizable (stationary).

3

LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION

At time t0 , suppose we can observe the process, Xt for t ≤ t0 , but not Xt in
the future. We are required to predict Xt at time t = t0 + τ for τ ∈ Z+ . Our
prediction is based on what we know until time t0 . Thus each component of
our prediction for Xt0 +τ will be an element of H−
X (t0 ).

3.1

Prediction

Definition 3.1 Given anhn-dimensional
random process, Xt , and τ ∈ Z+ , let
in
that best approximates Xt+τ in the L2 (P )
X̂(t, τ ) be the element in H−
X (t)
sense.
h

in

Ordinary Hilbert space theory shows that given the space H−
X (∞) ,
h

in

an element Xt+τ and a subspace H−
X (t) , there exists a unique element
h

in

X̂(t, τ ) ∈ H−
X (t)

that best approximates Xt+τ in norm. In other words,

the above definition makes
h sense.
in One sees that X̂(t, τ ) is just the orthogonal
−
projection of Xt+τ onto HX (t) , with the error vector, Xt+τ − X̂(t, τ ), being
h

in

the perpendicular from Xt+τ to the space H−
X (t) .
Definition 3.2 A random process, Xt , is deterministic (or linearly singular )
−
iff H−
X (−∞) = HX (∞), and otherwise it is nondeterministic. It is purely
nondeterministic (or linearly regular ) iff H−
X (−∞) = {0}.
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If Xt and Yt have the same covariance function, the map Xt 7→ Yt in−
duces a Hilbert space isomorphism between H−
X (∞) and HY (∞). Thus the
question of whether a process is deterministic, non-deterministic, or purely
non-deterministic can be answered by looking at its covariance function.
Definition 3.3 The innovation spaces, {DX (t)}t∈Z , of a discrete random prodef
cess, Xt , are defined as: DX (t) = H−
H−
X (t)
X (t − 1) (the orthogonal comple−
−
ment of HX (t − 1) in HX (t)).
A process, Xt , is purely non-deterministic iff H−
X (∞) is the sum of its
innovation spaces, i.e., if Xt has no “infinite past”.
The following theorem was first discovered by H. Wold in the late 1930’s
for the discrete stationary case and later generalized to the theorem below
essentially by H. Cramér [2].
Theorem 3.4 (Wold’s Decomposition Theorem)
n
For an n-dimensional random process, Xt ∈ [L20 (P )] , there exists a unique
decomposition
Xt = Rt + St
where E(Rs St∗ ) = 0n for all s, t ∈ Z, and furthermore Rt is purely nondeterministic and St is deterministic. If Xt is weakly harmonizable, Rt and St are
weakly harmonizable too.
−
Proof: Given a random process, Xt , if π̃ : H−
X (∞) → HX (−∞) is the
−
−
orthogonal projection of HX (∞) onto HX (−∞), then define

h

in

π : H−
X (∞)
def

def

h

in

→ H−
X (−∞)

def

by π = [π̃]n . Let St = πXt and Rt = Xt − St .
If Xt is weakly harmonizable, then Xt has a representation,
Xt =
R

Z

T

eitl Z(dl).

Thus St = T eitl π(Z(dl)), so St is weakly harmonizable too. Since Xt and
St are weakly harmonizable, so is Rt and one has a weakly harmonizable
decomposition.
If a random process, Xt , is strongly harmonizable, one might ask if each
member of its Wold’s Decomposition is strongly harmonizable too. Lemma 2.14
supplies a sufficient condition, namely, if
−
min{dim H−
R (∞), dim HS (∞)} < ∞

then Xt has a strongly harmonizable Wold’s Decomposition. A necessary and
sufficient condition is not known at this time.
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Although no algorithm exists for finding Wold’s Decomposition, one frequently decomposes the linear extrapolation problem for a nondeterministic
random process into two problems by trying to predict the future for the purely
nondeterministic and deterministic components. Again, though no general algorithm exists, it is “theoretically possible”3 to predict the future values of a
deterministic process with certainty so the prediction problem in the deterministic case can be “declared solved”. We will thus limit our study of linear
prediction to purely nondeterministic processes.

3.2

Filtered Processes

To clarify the difference between forecasting for harmonizable and stationary
processes, consider filtered processes.
Definition 3.5 Given an n-dimensional harmonizable process,
Xt =

Z
T

eitl ZX (dl),

a p-dimensional harmonizable process, Yt , is a filtered Rprocess with respect to
Xt iff there exists a φY (·) ∈ L2 (FX , p) such that Yt = T eitl φY (l) ZX (dl). The
function φY (·) is called the spectral characteristic of the filtered process Yt .
Suppose two p-dimensional processes, Xt and Yt , are both filtered processes
with respect to a third n-dimensional process, Wt . Furthermore, suppose Xt
and Yt are known from time t0 until time t1 . The two processes are said to
have parallel observations iff Xt = Yt for t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. If Wt is known and is a
stationary process then knowing Xt at even one point in time, t0 , is enough
to determine Xt for all time4 . Therefore, if Wt is a stationary process then
parallel observations for Xt and Yt (even if [t0 , t1 ] consists of just the time t0 )
implies equality of the processes. The same can not be said for harmonizable
processes as the following example illustrates.
Example 3.6 Let W̃t be an n-dimensional stationary process with rW̃ (s, t) =
δ0 (s − t)In and let π be the orthogonal projection of H−
(∞) onto
W̃
def

sp{W̃tk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n, |t| > 4}. Let Wt = [π]n W̃t . Define Xt and Yt to be
3

In the stationary case, given τ > 0, one can approximate Xt by

Pk

ai Xti , where
Pk
ti < t − τ if Xt is deterministic. Then X̂(t, τ ) = Xt+τ is approximately
j=1 ai Xti +τ
since there exists a one parameter family of unitary operators, Ut , such that Us Xt = Xs+t .
However, in the harmonizable case, a one parameter family of operators need not exist.
Lacking such a family, “theoretically possible” only means that one is aware of the space of
observables for future values of the process as well.
−
4
Let Ut : H−
W (∞) → HW (∞) be the one parameter family of unitary operators such
n
that [Ut ] W0 = Wt . Then Xt = [Ut−t0 ]p Xt0 .
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j=1

the strongly harmonizable filtered processes with respect to Wt corresponding
to the spectral characteristics In and ei(·) In . By Lemma 2.14, Wt , Xt and Yt
are strongly harmonizable. One has X−1 = X0 = X1 = Y−1 = Y0 = Y1 = 0 yet
the process Xt need not be the same as Yt for all t ∈ Z.
One is thus led to the following question: Given that Xt is a filtered process
with respect to a strongly harmonizable process, Wt , for what A ⊆ Z are
observations of Xt on A sufficient to determine the process Xt (or equivalently,
its spectral characteristic φX (·))? This problem is still unsolved.

4
4.1

FUNDAMENTAL MOVING AVERAGES
Introduction

Definition 4.1 Given a discrete purely nondeterministic random process, Xt ,
with a bounded covariance function, a fundamental moving average representation of Xt is a one-sided moving average,
Xt =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)ξj ,

(4.4)

such that sp{ξjk : 1 ≤ k ≤ m} = DX (j) for each j. A strongly harmonizable
(stationary) fundamental moving average is strongly harmonizable (stationary) moving average that is fundamental.
Only purely nondeterministic processes can have fundamental moving averages. All fundamental moving averages are one-sided orthogonal moving avP
erages though the converse need not be true. In fact, if Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj
is a one-sided orthogonal moving average representation of Xt , it follows that
−
H−
X (t) ⊆ Hξ (t) with equality iff the orthogonal moving average representation
is fundamental.
Fundamental moving averages are useful in linear prediction theory since
if (4.4) is such a representation of Xt , then for every τ ∈ Z+
X̂(t, τ ) =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t − τ )ξj .

(4.5)

The reason why “weakly harmonizable fundamental moving average” was
not defined is because all fundamental moving averages are weakly harmonizable as the following lemma points out.
Lemma 4.2 Every fundamental moving average representation, (4.4), of an
n-dimensional random process, Xt , is a weakly harmonizable virile moving
11

average. Furthermore, Xt is weakly harmonizable and rank ĉ(0) = m. If (4.4)
is a strongly harmonizable (stationary) moving average then Xt and X̂(t, τ )
are a strongly harmonizable (stationary) processes for each τ ∈ Z+ .
Proof:
Since a fundamental moving average is an orthogonal one,
Lemma 2.19 shows that the fundamental moving average representation is
virile and weakly harmonizable, and Xt is weakly harmonizable.
Notice that if (4.4) is a fundamental moving average representation,
ĉ(j − t)ξj = X̂(j, t − j) − X̂(j, t − j − 1). Thus ĉ(j − t)ξj is just the orthogonal
projection of Xt onto [DX (j)]n and DX (j) = sp{(ĉ(0)ξj )(k) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n},
which implies ĉ(0) has full rank m.
Furthermore if (4.4) is a strongly harmonizable (stationary) moving average then Lemma 2.20 implies that Xt is a strongly harmonizable (stationary)
process.
Since the covariance function of Xt is bounded then so is the covariance
function of X̂(t, τ ) since Xt can be written as the orthogonal sum, Xt =
P
X̂(t, τ ) + t+τ
j=t+1 ĉ(j − t − τ )ξj . Clearly if (4.4) is a strongly harmonizable
(stationary) process then (4.5) is. Thus if (4.4) is a strongly harmonizable
(stationary) moving average then Lemma 2.20 implies that X̂(t, τ ) is a strongly
harmonizable (stationary) process.
Since the innovation spaces are orthogonal, rξ (s, t) = δ0 (t − s)d(s)Im in
(4.4) where d : Z → [0, ∞). Since ξj is an orthogonal random process, the
boundedness of its covariance function is equivalent to the boundedness of the
covariance of Xt , hence d(·) is a bounded function and
Xt =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)ξj =

t
X
j=−∞

"

sup
k∈Z

q

!

#

d(k) ĉ(j − t)

ξj
supk∈Z

q

d(k)

.

Thus it can be assumed that d : Z → [0, 1], i.e., sups,t∈Z rξ (s, t) = 1, without
loss of generality.
Definition 4.3 An n-dimensional random process, Xt , is m-staggered iff for
def
each k ∈ Z, either dim DX (k) = m or dim DX (k) = 0. Define JX = {k ∈ Z :
dim DX (k) 6= 0}.
If, as in Definition 4.1, Xt has an n-dimensional one-sided moving average representation (4.4) (c(·) is an n × m matrix valued function) then for
(1)
(m)
each j ∈ Z one observes that dim sp{ξj , . . . , ξj } is either m or 0 since
rξ (s, t) = ρ(s, t)Im . Thus only staggered processes can have fundamental moving averages.
th
Let πk : H−
X (∞) → DX (k) be the orthogonal projection onto the k
innovation space, DX (k).
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Definition 4.4 An n-dimensional random process, Xt , is aligned iff it is
m-staggered and there exist an n×m constant matrix, c, and an m-dimensional
random process, ξk , such that
c ξk = [πk ]n Xk .

(4.6)

Every n-dimensional, n-staggered process is aligned since one can let c =
In and ξk = [πk ]n Xk . Simple examples show that not every n-dimensional,
m-staggered process is aligned for m < n.
(1)
(m)
Given an n-dimensional m-staggered random process, Xt , let {ξj , . . . , ξj }
(1)
(m)
be a basis for DX (j) (with {ξj , . . . , ξj } = {0, . . . , 0} if dim DX (j) = 0) such
that E(ξj ξj∗ ) = Kj Im where Kj ≥ 0. For j ∈ JX there exists a unique n × m
matrix, cj (0), of rank m such that [πj ]n Xj = cj (0)ξj . Similarly, for each
j ∈ JX and k ≥ 0, there exists an n × m matrix, cj (−k), (not necessarily of
rank m) so that
[πj ]n Xj+k = cj (−k)ξj .
(4.7)
Every n × m matrix, A, of rank m, has a left inverse defined on A(Cm ).
We will use the generalized inverse, A† of A to represent this left inverse (see
[8]).
Definition 4.5 Given an m-staggered random process, Xt , with j ∈ JX and
k ≥ 0, the innovation ratio, I(j, k) : cj (0)(Cm ) → Cn , is given by
def

I(j, k) = cj (−k)c†j (0).

(4.8)

One needs to show that the above definition of innovation ratio is independent of the original choice of basis elements for DX (j). To see this, let
(1)
(m)
{ηj , . . . , ηj } be another basis of DX (j) such that E(ηj ηj∗ ) = kj Im where
kj ≥ 0. There exists an m × m constant multiple of a unitary matrix, Vj , of
rank m, so that ξj = Vj ηj . One now observes that [πj ]n Xj = cj (0)Vj ηj and
[πj ]n Xj+k = cj (−k)Vj ηj . Thus
h

i

I(j, k) = cj (−k)c†j (0) = [cj (−k)Vj ] Vj−1 c†j (0) .
Definition 4.6 An m-staggered random process, Xt , has invariant innovation
ratios iff I(j, k) is independent of j ∈ JX , i.e., it is a function, I(k), of only k.
Lemma 4.7 If a random process, Xt , has a fundamental moving average representation then it is an aligned process with invariant innovation ratios.
P

Proof:
Let Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj be a fundamental moving average
representation for Xt . Observe that, ĉ(0)ξj = [πj ]n Xj for all j ∈ Z and for
j ∈ JX ,
I(j, k) = ĉ(−k)ĉ† (0),
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which is independent of j.
One might now conjecture that the existence of invariant innovation ratios
for a purely nondeterministic aligned process with a bounded covariance function would imply the existence of a fundamental moving average. While these
are certainly necessary conditions, they are not sufficient, as the following
construction shows.
Assume Xt is a purely nondeterministic aligned random process with invariant innovation ratios and a bounded covariance function. Let ξ˜k and c
be as ξk and c are in Definition 4.4. Fix j ∈ JX and let V be an m × m
def
def
matrix such that E([V ξ˜j ][V ξ˜j ]∗ ) = Im . Define c(0) = cV −1 and ξk = V ξ˜k
for k ∈ Z. Definition 4.4 is now valid for “c = c(0)” and ξk . For each k ∈ Z
def
let c(−k) = I(k)c(0). Now using the notation of (4.7) and (4.8), note that
ck (0) = c(0) by definition, and for each k ∈ Z and t ≥ k we have
[πk ]n Xt =
=
=
=
=

ck (k − t)ξkh
i
[ck (k − t)] c†k (0)ck (0)ξk
n
h[I(t − k)] [[πk ]i Xk ]
c(k − t)c† (0) [c(0)ξk ]
c(k − t)ξk .

One now has
Xt =

t
X

t
X

[πk ]n Xt =

k=−∞

by (4.7)
by (4.7)
by (4.6)

c(k − t)ξk .

(4.9)

k=−∞

However one can not conclude that (4.9) is a moving average representation
since
1. the function c(·) need not be a Fourier transform (since
need not be bounded) and

1
,
kξj k

for j ∈ JX ,

2. for some k ∈ Z it is possible that E(ξk ξk∗ ) 6= Kk Im for any Kk ≥ 0.
If it is known ahead of time that Xt has a (strongly harmonizable / stationary) fundamental moving average, then the above construction will give
such a (strongly harmonizable / stationary) fundamental moving average.
Lemma 4.8 Let Xt have two fundamental moving average representations,
Xt =

t
X

ĉ(k − t)ξk =

k=−∞

t
X

â(k − t)ηk .

k=−∞

Then there is a K > 0 and an m × m unitary matrix, V , such that ξk = KV ηk
and a(k) = Kc(k)V for all k ∈ Z.
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Proof:
Fixing j ∈ JX , there exists a K > 0 and an m × m unitary
matrix, V , such that ξj = KV ηj . Since
[πj ]n Xj = ĉ(0)ξj = ĉ(0)KV ηj = â(0)ηj ,
and ĉ(0) and â(0) have rank m, one can conclude that â(0) = Kĉ(0)V . Now
for each k ∈ Z
â(−k) = I(k)â(0) = I(k)ĉ(0)KV = ĉ(−k)KV
and
h

i†

ξk = ĉ† (0) [πk ]n Xk = â(0)(KV )−1 [πk ]n Xk
= (KV )â† (0) [πk ]n Xk = KV ηk .

4.2

Stationary Fundamental Moving Averages
P

A stationary fundamental moving average, Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj , is, up to a
multiplicative constant, an orthonormal moving average. It will be assumed
that a stationary fundamental moving average is orthonormal, unless otherwise
stated.
Pure nondeterminism and the existence of a stationary fundamental moving average are equivalent properties for stationary processes as the following
theorem of Y. Rozanov shows (see [10, page 56]). A short proof is included
for completeness.
Theorem 4.9 An n-dimensional stationary process, Xt , has a stationary fundamental moving average iff it is purely nondeterministic.
Proof: It is clear that the existence of a stationary fundamental moving
average implies that Xt is purely nondeterministic. For the converse, let Ut :
−
H−
X (∞) → HX (∞) be a one parameter family of unitary operators such that
n
[Us ] Xt = Xs+t and let ξ0 be an m-dimensional random vector such that
(1)

(m)

1. sp{ξ0 , . . . , ξ0 } = DX (0) and
2. E(ξ0 ξ0∗ ) = Im .
def

(1)

(m)

Define ξt = [Ut ]m ξ0 . It follows that sp{ξt , . . . , ξt } = DX (t) and that
E(ξs ξt∗ ) = δ0 (t − s)Im . Let a(·) be an n × m matrix function on the nonpositive integers defined such that a(j)ξj is the orthogonal projection of X0
P
onto the j th innovation space. Then Xt = tj=−∞ a(j − t)ξj . Since the ξj
15

P

0
∗
are orthonormal, a(·) ∈ `2 (that is to say that tr
j=−∞ a(j)a (j) < ∞) and
therefore there exists a matrix valued function, c(·), on T such that a(·) =
P
ĉ(·). Thus Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj is a stationary fundamental moving average
representation of Xt .
A related result is the following (see [10, page 64]):

Theorem 4.10 An n-dimensional stationary process of rank n is purely nonX (l)
deterministic iff it has a spectral density, f (·) (= dFdl
), with respect to
Lebesgue measure such that
Z

T

log det f (l) dl > −∞.

The above theorem, along with Theorem 4.9, leads one to ask as to when
an n-dimensional stationary process of rank m 6= n might be purely nondeterministic.
Definition 4.11 The function c : T → Mn,m is maximal iff
1. c(·) ∈ H2 (T) (the Hardy space consisting of all functions in L2 (T) such
that their Poisson integrals are analytic on the unit disk, see [4, page
39]) and,
2. if a(·) ∈ H2 (T) and c(l)c∗ (l) = a(l)a∗ (l), then c(0)c∗ (0) ≥ a(0)a∗ (0)5
where c(0) and a(0) are the values at zero of the analytic continuation
of c(·) and a(·) respectively to the unit disk in C.
Using a theorem of G. Szegö’s, Y. Rozanov [10] discusses how to determine
the maximality of a matrix valued function on T. For instance, if c(·) is a
scalar function, it is maximal iff it is an outer function. An outer function [4]
is one whose analytic continuation to the unit disk can be expressed as
"

#
1 Z eiθ + z
c(z) = l exp
k(θ) dθ ,
2π T eiθ − z

where k(·) is a real-valued integrable function on the circle and l is a complex
number of modulus 1. In the case that c(·) takes values in Mn,n , c(·) is
maximal iff the analytic continuation of c(·) to the unit disk has the property,
| det c(0)|2 = (2π)n exp




1 Z
log det [c(l)c∗ (l)] dl .
2π T

Several other cases are also discussed.
The reason why maximal functions are important is seen from (see [10,
page 60]):
5

That is, the difference c(0)c∗ (0) − a(0)a∗ (0) is a positive semi-definite matrix.
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Theorem 4.12 (Rozanov) An orthonormal moving average representation,
P
Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj , is a stationary fundamental moving average representation iff c(·) is maximal.
The situation changes radically for harmonizable processes as will be shown
in the next subsection.

4.3

Harmonizable Fundamental Moving Averages

H. Cramér [3] has shown that every covariance function of a strongly harmonizable process has a “standard form” from which one can ascertain the determinism properties. However, given a strongly harmonizable process, there
is, as yet, no known method of expressing its covariance function in Cramér’s
“standard form”.
For a purely nondeterministic harmonizable process, Xt , (unlike purely
nondeterministic stationary processes) the dimension of the innovation spaces,
DX (t), need not be the same for all t ∈ Z as the following example shows.
Example 4.13 Define {Yj }j∈Z to be orthonormal n-dimensional random variables. Then Yt is a purely nondeterministic stationary process. Let Xt = Yt
for t 6= 0 and X0 = 0. Lemma 2.14 shows that Xt is strongly harmonizable.
However the dimension of DX (0) is zero, while DX (t) = DY (t) for t 6= 0.
Proposition 4.14 Every purely nondeterministic harmonizable n-dimensional
process, Xt , has a purely nondeterministic stationary dilation.
Proof: Let (Yt , π) be a stationary dilation of Xt via Theorem 2.12. By
Wold’s decomposition Yt = Rt + St where Rt is purely nondeterministic and
St is deterministic. Since
h

in

π H−
S (∞)

h

in

= π H−
S (−∞)
h

h

in

⊆ π H−
Y (−∞)

h

in

= H−
X (−∞)

= {0},

in

= {0}. Thus Xt = πYt = πRt and (Rt , π) is a
it follows that π H−
S (∞)
purely nondeterministic stationary dilation of Xt .
The following example shows that the converse of the above lemma is false,
i.e., that the orthogonal projection of a purely nondeterministic stationary
processes need not be purely nondeterministic.
Example 4.15 Define {Yj }j∈Z to be orthonormal n-dimensional random varidef
ables. Then Yt is a purely nondeterministic stationary process. Define W =
P
Yj
Y0 + j6=0 j 2 and let π(·) be the orthogonal projection onto the space spanned
def

by W . Lemma 2.14 shows that Xt = πYt is a strongly harmonizable process. However, Xt is not purely nondeterministic since H−
X (−∞) is the space
(1)
(n)
spanned by {W , . . . , W }.
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The next example shows that the analog of Theorem 4.10 for harmonizable
processes is again false.
Example 4.16 Let Y be a one dimensional random variable with E(Y Y ) = 1.
Also let c(·) ∈ H2 (T) be a nonzero function such that max{j ∈ Z : ĉ(j) 6=
def
0} = ∞. Letting Xt = ĉ(−t)Y , the covariance function of Xt is




rX (s, t) = E (ĉ(−s)Y )(ĉ(−t)Y )
= ĉ(−s)ĉ(−t) =

ZZ

0

T×T

eisl−itl c(l)c(l0 ) dl dl0 .

Thus the spectral density function of Xt (with respect to Lebesgue measure)
is fX (l, l0 ) = c(l)c(l0 ). Furthermore,
ZZ

T×T

log |c(l)c(l0 )| dl dl0 = 2

Z

T

log |c(l)| dl =

Z

T

log |c(l)c(l)| dl > −∞

(see [4, page 53] for the inequality). However, it is clear that
−
H−
X (−∞) = HX (∞) = {aY : a ∈ C}

so that Xt is not purely nondeterministic (indeed it is deterministic).
Definition 4.17 A purely nondeterministic weakly harmonizable process, Xt ,
has a fundamental stationary dilation, (Yt , π, c(·)), iff
1. (Yt , π) is a stationary dilation of Xt and
2. Yt has a stationary fundamental moving average representation,
Yt =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)ξ˜j

P

such that Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)π ξ˜j is an orthogonal moving average
representation of Xt .
P
Notice that in the above definition, tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)π ξ˜j must be a weakly
harmonizable virile moving average by Lemma 2.19.
P
Example 4.18 Let Yt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξ˜j be a one-dimensional fundamental
˜
moving average representation of a stationary process. Let H−
X (∞) = sp{ξj :
−
−
j 6= 0} and define the orthogonal projection π : HY (∞) → HX (∞) by

ξj = π ξ˜j =
def

(

6 0,
ξ˜j if j =
.
0 if j = 0

One now concludes that (Yt , π, c(·)) is a fundamental stationary dilation of
P
def
Xt = πYt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj . Lemma 2.14 implies that both ξj and Xj are
strongly harmonizable processes.
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One might conjecture that every aligned purely non-deterministic harmonizable process has a fundamental stationary dilation. This is not so, as the
next example demonstrates.
Example 4.19 Let Yt be as in Example 4.18 and let π 0 be the orthogonal
projection such that
π 0 ξ˜j =


 ξ˜j


if j ∈
/ {1, 2},

√

(2)(ξ̃1 +ξ̃2 )
2

if j ∈ {1, 2}

.

P
def
Letting Xt = π 0 Yt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)π 0 ξ˜j , one notices that DX (1) = sp(ξ˜1 + ξ˜2 ).
Thus Xt does not have invariant innovation ratios since I(1, k) = [ĉ(−k) +
ĉ(1 − k)]ĉ† (0) while I(3, k) = ĉ(−k)ĉ† (0). It follows that Xt does not have
a fundamental moving average representation (by Lemma 4.7); so it cannot
have a fundamental stationary dilation.

Theorem 4.20 An n-dimensional Xt , has a fundamental stationary dilation
(Y , π, c(·)) iff it has a fundamental moving average representation, Xt =
Ptt
j=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj , with c(·) a maximal function. Furthermore, the fundamental
moving average of Xt is strongly harmonizable iff Xt is.
Proof:

(⇒) Let
Yt =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)ξ˜j

be a stationary fundamental representation of Yt . Theorem 4.12 shows that
c(·) is maximal so it suffices to show that the moving average representation
Xt = πYt =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)π ξ˜j =

t
X
j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)ξj ,

(4.10)

is fundamental.
−
−
−
−
Since H−
Y (j) = Hξ̃ (j), it follows that HX (j) = πHY (j) = πHξ̃ (j). Thus
−
H−
X (j − 1) ⊕ DX (j) = HX (j)
= πH−
Y (j)





= π H−
Y (j − 1) ⊕ DY (j)
= H−
X (j − 1) ⊕ πDY (j).

Now since H−
X (j − 1) ⊥ DX (j) and the definition of (Yt , π, c(·)) shows that
−
πHY (j − 1) = H−
X (j − 1) is perpendicular to πDY (j) it follows that for all j,
DX (j) = πDY (j) = π sp{ξ˜jk : 1 ≤ k ≤ m} = sp{ξjk : 1 ≤ k ≤ m}.
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P

Thus tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj is a fundamental representation of Xt .
P
(⇐) Let Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj be a fundamental moving average representation of Xt with rξ (s, t) = ρ(s)δ0 (t−s)Im and sups∈Z p(s) = 1. Let {ηt }t∈Z
be a collection of m-dimensional random variables such that
1. E(ηs ηt∗ ) = δ0 (t − s)Im and
2. E(ηs ξt∗ ) = 0m for each s, t ∈ Z.
It may be necessary to augment (Ω,qΣ, P ) to a larger probability space to
def
def P
find the above ηt ’s. Let ξ˜t = ξt + 1 − ρ(t)ηt , let Yt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξ˜j
and let π be the orthogonal projection of H−
H−
Y (∞) onto P
X (∞). Since c(·) is
a maximal function, Theorem 4.12 implies that Yt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξ˜j is a
stationary fundamental moving average representation, and thus (Yt , π, c(·)) is
a fundamental stationary dilation of Xt .
As for the final assertion, the spectral characteristic, φξ (·) of ξ˜t with respect
to Yt exists since H−
(∞) = H−
Y (∞) and Yt and ξt are stationarily correlated
ξ̃
R ijl
˜
[10, page 59]. Then ξj = e φξ (l) ZY (dl) and
ξj =
Thus

Z
T

E(ξs ξt∗ )

T

eijl φξ (l) πZY (dl) =
=

ZZ
T×T

Z
T

eijl φξ (l) ZX (dl).

0

eisl−itl φξ (l)FX (dl, dl0 )φ∗ξ (l0 ).

It now follows that ξj is strongly harmonizable if Xt is. Lemmas 4.2 and
2.20 reveal that Xt is strongly harmonizable if ξj is. Thus Xt is strongly
harmonizable iff its fundamental moving average representation (4.10) is.
P

Corollary 4.21 Let Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj be an orthogonal moving average representation of an n-dimensional weakly harmonizable process, Xt , and
let c(·) be a maximal function. Then there exists a fundamental stationary
P
dilation of Xt and Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj is a fundamental moving average
representation.
Proof: The construction of a fundamental stationary dilation is given
in the second part of the proof of Theorem 4.20. The fact, that Xt =
Pt
j=−∞ ĉ(j − t)ξj is a fundamental moving average representation now follows
from Theorem 4.20.
A question that Theorem 4.20 leaves unanswered is: Can a harmonizable process have a fundamental moving average representation yet not have
a fundamental stationary dilation? Equivalent to an answer of “no” (see
P
Lemma 4.8) is the existence of a fundamental moving average Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j−
t)ξj where c(·) is not a maximal function.
A main result on prediction is included in the following:
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Theorem 4.22 Let Xt be an n-dimensional strongly harmonizable process
P
with a fundamental stationary dilation, (Yt , π, c(·)), and let Xt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j −
t)ξj be a fundamental moving average representation of Xt of rank n. Fix
τ ∈ Z+ . Then X̂(t, τ ) is an n-dimensional strongly harmonizable process
with a fundamental stationary dilation, (Ŷ (t, τ ), π, c(·)eiτ · ). There exists a
φτ (·) ∈ L2 (FX , n),

def

φτ (l) = e

ilτ



0
X

c(l) −

ilj  †

ĉ(j)e

c (l),

j=−τ +1

where

0
X

c(l) =

ĉ(j)eilj

j=−∞

such that

X̂(t, τ ) =

Z
T

eitl φτ (l)ZX (dl).

(4.11)

Furthermore
rX̂(·,τ ) (s, t) =
ZZ



i(s+τ )l−i(t+τ )l0

T×T

e



−τ
X



ĉ(j)eilj  

j=−∞

∗

−τ
X

il0 k

ĉ(k)e

 µξ (dl, dl0 ),

k=−∞

(4.12)
and the error of prediction is
Xt+τ − X̂(t, τ ) =

Z
T





ei(t+τ )l In − 



−τ
X

j=−∞



ĉ(j)eilj  c† (l) ZX (dl).

(4.13)

Finally
kXt+τ − X̂(t, τ )k2[L2 (P )]n =




tr In − 

0

−τ
X

j=−∞

ZZ



0

T×T

ei(t+τ )l−i(t+τ )l ×





ĉ(j)eilj  c† (l) In − 

−τ
X


il0 k

ĉ(k)e

∗

 c† (l0 ) µξ (dl, dl0 ).

k=−∞

(4.14)
P

Proof: Let Yt = tj=−∞ ĉ(j−t)ξ˜j be a stationary fundamental moving avP
erage representation of Yt where π ξ˜j = ξj . Then Ŷ (t, τ ) = tj=−∞ ĉ(j −t−τ )ξ˜j
is a stationary fundamental moving average representation of Ŷ (t, τ ). Letting
P
aτ (·) = c(·)eiτ (·) , one can write Ŷ (t, τ ) = tj=−∞ âτ (j − t)ξ˜j . It is clear that
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P
P
X̂(t, τ ) = tj=−∞ ĉ(j − t − τ )π ξ˜j = tj=−∞ âτ (j − t)ξj is a fundamental moving average representation of X̂(t, τ ). Thus (Ŷ (t, τ ), π, aτ (·)) is a fundamental
stationary dilation of X̂(t, τ ). Since X̂(t, τ ) is strongly harmonizable, TheoP
rem 4.20 reveals that tj=−∞ âτ (j−t)ξj is a strongly harmonizable fundamental
moving average representation.
The virility of fundamental moving averages allows the interchange of summation and integral symbols in the equations below.
One has
Z
T

t
X

itl

e ZX (dl) = X(t) =
=
=

j=−∞



Z
T

Z

T

eitl 

t
X

j=−∞

ĉ(j − t)ξj =

t
X

ĉ(j − t)

j=−∞



Z
T

eijl Zξ (dl)

ĉ(j − t)ei(j−t)l  Zξ (dl)

eitl c(l) Zξ (dl).

Thus ZX (dl) = c(l)Zξ (dl) or Zξ (dl) = c† (l)ZX (dl). Now by (4.5) we have,
t
X

X̂(t, τ ) =

j=−∞

=
=
=
=

Z

T

Z
T

Z
T

Z
T

ĉ(j − t − τ )ξj =

ei(t+τ )l

t
X
j=−∞

ei(t+τ )l

−τ
X
j=−∞

Z

ĉ(j − t − τ )

T

j=−∞

eijl Zξ (dl)

ĉ(j − t − τ )ei(j−t−τ )l Zξ (dl)
ĉ(j)eijl Zξ (dl)



0
X

ei(t+τ )l c(l) −


t
X

j=−τ +1





ĉ(j)eijl  Zξ (dl)

0
X

eitl eiτ l c(l) −

j=−τ +1





ĉ(j)eijl  c† (l) ZX (dl),

which is just (4.11).
The rest of the proof now follows directly from routine calculations.
The above theorem can be proved with other, somewhat specialized,
assumptions on c(·) besides maximal rank. These results can be obtained
by observing (with the above notation) that if there exists a φτ (·) such that
Ŷ (t, τ ) =
then

X̂(t, τ ) =

Z
T

Z
T

eitl φτ (l) ZY (dl)

eitl φτ (l) πZY (dl) =
22

Z
T

eitl φτ (l) ZX (dl).

Some necessary conditions on c(·) for the existence of the spectral characteristic, φτ (·), have been found by Y. Rozanov (see [10, chapter 2]) for the
stationary case; full maximal rank being one of these conditions.
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